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Dear Donors, Supporters and Friends,
The origin of the name Arbor Brothers has a number of layers. Here’s one that you probably don’t know:
Scott’s grandfather Marvin worked with his brother Harold for 40 years, farming alfalfa in Ohio for
Rohloff Brothers. Sammy comes from three generations of Politziners who were in business with their
brothers. It seems that partnering up with kin, or in this case chosen kin, is in our blood. When the two of
us were starting out, and reflecting on these roots, we thought the ethics of the family business approach—
with a focus on relationships, quality, and the long-term—should be front and center in our name.
Twelve years in, the evidence suggests we were onto something with that approach, and that’s not going
to change. But, with the help of some gentle prodding from our board, what is going to change is the
label on those values. This story may have started with who we were, but the time has come for a name
that describes where we are going (all of us, including you!).
Together, with our grantees leading the way, and supported by a growing vanguard of super-committed
donors, we are helping uplift the most vulnerable and marginalized members of our community. Our
portfolio has already elevated tens of thousands of young people and families. If we keep focused and keep
at this, many more of our neighbors will find their opportunities broadening, their prospects brightening,
their futures rising. Stay tuned this summer for our new name and logo!

Warmly,
The AB Team

As always, we endeavor herein to be substantive, candid and brief. We look forward to your feedback.
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Surfing the Turnover Wave
The Great Resignation (or, more accurately, the Great Reshuffle) is disrupting
organizations across the nonprofit sector. The combination of COVID-delayed
transitions and a very tight labor market has increased turnover rates 2-3x relative
to pre-pandemic levels. From front-line employees to executive directors, staffing
gaps are opening across all organizational layers.
In March, we brought together leaders from across AB’s grantee network to share
best practices for navigating this turnover wave. Three takeaways on attracting and
retaining talent from that conversation:

Clear job
descriptions
matter—a lot.

Our survey of AB grantees
suggests median turnover
increased from ~8% in 2019 to
20% over the past 12 months.
Many respondents reported
substantially higher figures.

Getting crisp on these requires deep thinking around
the interlocking roles in an org chart and helps attract
genuinely interested candidates more likely to be a
good fit. (See AB’s recommended structure for JDs.)

Equity and
transparency are
top priorities.

Develop an equitable compensation policy. Then, be
transparent with employees about the standards used in
performance evaluations and the paths available to them
for career advancement.

People leave bad
managers, not bad
jobs.

Proactively invest in management training for both
leaders and mid-level supervisors to help them learn to
trust, support, be flexible and avoid micromanagement.

To analyze your organization’s
retention trends, download
AB’s turnover analysis tool.
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Grantee Spotlight: City Living NY
AB grantee City Living empowers youth aging out of foster
care to transition successfully into adulthood by providing
essential resources and in-depth support.

At-aGlance

■
■

Second-year AB grantee
Founded in 2015

■
■

$1M annual budget
8 full-time employees

Precarious Transitions

Finding Stability

Achieving Independence

Without intervention, the 600+ young
people who age out of foster care in
New York City each year face
unemployment and homelessness.
The population City Living serves is
no different. Since inception:

New clients participate in the Home
Goods Advocacy program, receiving
free home goods and supportive
counseling to help them maintain
their housing.

Within three years of enrollment, at
least 85% of City Living participants
reach three out of four goals:

■

22% of clients entered with a high
school diploma or equivalent

■

35% had a source of income

■

21% enter as parents

After three months, clients can choose
to join the Comprehensive Services
Program, which supports them as they
pursue goals related to education,
employment, and overall well-being.

Housing

Employment

Maintain secure
housing

Secure a part– or
full-time job

Financial

Education
Earn a postsecondary degree
or vocational
certificate

Save at least 5%
of income

Aging out of care is never easy, but the pandemic created increased
challenges. We saw a rise in the number of homeless youth referred to
us. These young people needed help securing housing and then
keeping it. We are proud that despite everything, we continue to have a
100% success rate in preventing evictions.
— City Living Executive Director Liz Northcutt

Contact AB | Learn More:

HINDSIGHTS

2021-2022 Portfolio
Core Second-Stage

By acknowledging and reflecting upon our shortcomings, we hope to avoid similar oversights in the future.
Here are some excerpts from a long list:
1. Buyers vs. Builders. The story of an organization can be told from a variety of different perspectives. There’s
the “we’ve got this figured out” version featuring crisp materials and a streamlined narrative, and then
there’s the more candid “we’re learning so much” story which reveals the challenges, messy imperfections
and active hypothesis-testing going on behind the curtain. On the fundraising trail, it’s important to have
both of these “professional” and “vulnerable” storylines handy, but the key is to engage donors with the
version that draws them in. Recently we shared what in retrospect was a bit too much behind-the-scenes
debate with a prospect whom we understood to be of the “builder” persuasion. Turns out they were really
more of a finished product “buyer” and our mis-positioning may have compromised the opportunity. In the
future, we’ll be much more attuned to the stated vs. revealed preferences of prospects on this continuum.
2. A tall stack of random. We’ve been in hiring mode this spring, and given labor market tightness we decided
to advertise far and wide, including on the website Indeed. You may be unsurprised to learn that low barrier
-to-apply sites like this definitively do not surface quality candidates for small organizations like ours.

3. Not quite ready for our close-up. We recently shot a video highlighting our work and that of our grantees.
The grantee founders came off as effortlessly poised and powerfully inspiring, but it took Sammy and Scott
two hours to deliver what will boil down to less than a minute of footage. We’re thankful for the magic of
editing and will stick to our day jobs.

News From Our Network

Site Visit: Emma’s Torch

How does AB grantee Emma’s
Torch support refugees to become
chefs? Still a few seats available for
our in-person site visit over lunch
on June 8th at their Brooklyn café.
Get in touch if interested!

■

Morgan and Vanessa, co-founders of AB Follow-on grantee
GirlTrek, were recently featured on The Today Show. Click to watch
the segment and get inspired!

■

Jerelyn Rodriguez, co-founder of former AB grantee The Knowledge
House was just recognized as a Luminary by The 1954 Project, an
award which comes with a $1M grant. Congratulations, Jerelyn!

■

How can students from disadvantaged backgrounds close the
networking gap? This recent Wall Street Journal piece highlights the
role AB grantees Braven and COOP play for their participants.

Follow-on

